CSU Writes is a facilitation program designed for professional researchers and academic writers who are interested in boosting their productivity as they develop a sustainable writing practice. CSU Writes is funded by Office of the Vice President for Research and the Graduate School.

DOC WRITES

SPRING 2021 EVENTS

(held remotely, join from anywhere)

WORKSHOPS

CSU Postdoctoral Fellows are encouraged to attend ANY of the FACULTY Writes or GRAD Writes workshops they wish.

RETREATS

FEB 27, 8:30am-4:30pm
Writing Retreat (5.5 hrs writing/day)

As with the workshops, CSU Postdoctoral Fellows are encouraged to attend ANY of the FACULTY Writes or GRAD Writes retreats that suit their schedule.

SUITES & MORE

Write to Publish Suite (12 weeks of manuscript building for publication)
FACULTY MANUSCRIPT SUITE: PUB Writes
GRANT WRITES (w/ NSF no-deadline options)
NIH Writes
NREL Writes
show up & write. M-F 8am-5pm

MORE INFO & REGISTER HERE
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